ARABIAN PLATE
SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY

Career with GeoArabia as
Geoscience Editor

GeoArabia Special Publication 2

P.R. Sharland, R. Archer, D.M. Casey,
R.B. Davies, S.H. Hall, A.P. Heward,
A.D. Horbury and M.D. Simmons
This hard-bound and well illustrated book of
371 pages, is the first publication to present a
modern sequence stratigraphic review of the
entire Arabian Plate. The stratigraphic
successions discussed extend from the
Mediterranean to the Gulf of Aden, and from the
Red Sea to the Zagros suture. Biostratigraphic,
lithostratigraphic, sedimentological, geochemical,
oil industry and other data have been reviewed
from the literature and re-presented to illustrate
the tectonic and stratigraphic evolution of the
Plate. Key well logs, cross-sections, outcrop
photos and other data are presented in full color
to illustrate the location and correlation of
maximum flooding surfaces and unconformities.
These key stratal surfaces allow an assessment
of the geometric relationship between source
rocks, reservoirs and seals.

Gulf Petrolink is a Bahrain-based petroleum geoscience consultancy established in 1993,
and the publisher of the GeoArabia journal and several specialized geoscience books
(www.gulfpetrolink.com). Today GeoArabia is the leading petroleum geoscience journal
in the Middle East. It was launched in 1996, and in 2010 it had an Impact Factor of 2.026,
and was ranked 48th among 167 international multi-disciplinary geoscience journals in
the Web of Science.
Gulf Petrolink is seeking a highly qualified geoscientist to work in Bahrain as GeoArabia’s
Geoscience Editor. The applicant should be very creative, have great personal initiative,
and be prepared to learn more about the petroleum geosciences of the Middle East.
He/she should have an MSc or PhD in Geoscience with a good knowledge of sedimentary
geology and seismic technology. A background in petroleum geosciences (exploration
and production) is very beneficial/useful.
He/she must have an outstanding command of scientific writing in English, and a
general knowledge of the upstream sector of the petroleum industry.
GeoArabia is a quarterly journal and targets about 20–25 manuscript for publication each
year, totaling about 700 science pages. The duties of the Geoscience Editor will include
the following:
Reading all submitted manuscripts and, in consultation with the Editor-inChief and members of the Editorial Board, determining which are of sufficient
quality and relevance to the Middle East petroleum industry to be worthy of
publication.
Coordinating all aspects of the review process with the authors, the Editorin-Chief, members of the Editorial Board and anonymous referees. This may
include working with the authors to rephrase and/or rewrite portions of
accepted manuscripts to maintain the highest standards of clarity and technical
English.
Working with GeoArabia’s experienced designers to draft color graphics to
maintain the journal’s high standards of graphic and aesthetic representation.
Maintaining a cordial and supportive working relationship with the upstream
professional and managerial community of the petroleum industry, as well as
promoting the professional societies and academic institutions of the region.
The Geoscience Editor will work in Bahrain. Remuneration will be competitive, and
include 30 calendar days of vacation every year. Applicants should send their CVs by
internet to:
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Dr. Moujahed Al-Husseini
Editor-in-Chief, GeoArabia
Email: geoarabi@batelco.com.bh

GeoArabia

Petroleum Geoscience

European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers

Petroleum Geoscience publishes papers on the
science, engineering and technology of the rockrelated petroleum disciplines, focusing on
multidisciplinary studies. The journal seeks to
promote the application of such studies by the
petroleum community in the ﬁnding and producing
of petroleum resources. Further information on the
aims and objectives of the journal can be found on
the websites of the Geological Society (www.
geolsoc.org.uk) and the European Association of
Geoscientists and Engineers (www.eage.org).

The objectives of the European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers (EAGE) are to
promote the application of geosciences and related engineering subjects, and to foster
communication, fellowship and co-operation between those working in, studying, or
who have an interest in these ﬁelds. The EAGE’s journal is First Break (monthly).
Currently the Association has two Divisions; the Oil and Gas Geoscience Division and
the Near Surface Geoscience Division. All EAGE members are entitled to receive the
monthly journal First Break, and have online access to it. In addition, all members may
choose to receive (free of charge) an online version of one of the following journals;
Geophysical Prospecting, Petroleum Geoscience, Basin Research or Near Surface
Geophysics. Additional journals can be obtained by all members at reduced rates.
Members are also entitled to reduced fees at meetings sponsored by the Association
(if applicable). Prospective members can obtain membership application forms online
from www.eage.org or from the EAGE Head Ofﬁce, PO Box 59, 3990 DB Houten,
The Netherlands, eage@eage.org. Annual dues are EUR 50.00. Student members
pay annual dues of EUR 25.00. The Head Ofﬁce should be notiﬁed of any change
of address.

Norman Falcon Award
The EAGE’s Norman Falcon Award is presented to
the author(s) of the best paper published in
Petroleum Geoscience (or in First Break in a
related topic) in the calendar year preceding the
award. The paper should be of high scientiﬁc
standard and should represent a signiﬁcant
contribution to one or more sub-surface disciplines.

Submission procedure:
All submissions to the journal should be made
online via http://petgeo.allentrack.net Manuscripts
should be prepared as outlined on the Society’s
website www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/publications/
journals/pg.

Typeset and printed in United Kingdom by
Henry Ling Ltd, at the Dorset Press,
Dorchester, DT1 1HD.

The Geological Society
The Geological Society of London was founded in 1807. It is the oldest national
geological society in the world and the largest in Europe. It was incorporated under
Royal Charter in 1825 and is Registered Charity 210161.
The Society is the UK national learned and professional society for geology with a
worldwide Fellowship (FGS) of more than 9000. The Society confers Chartered status on
suitably qualiﬁed Fellows, and about 2000 of the Fellowship carry the title CGeol.
Chartered Geologists may also obtain the equivalent European title, European Geologist
(EurGeol). One ﬁfth of the Society’s fellowship lives outside the UK. To ﬁnd out about the
Society and how you can join, contact the Fellowship Department at:
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG Tel +44 (0) 20
74349944; Fax +44 (0) 20 74398975; emails to: enquiries@geolsoc.org.uk
For information about the Society’s meetings, consult Events on www.geolsoc.org.uk.
To ﬁnd out more about the Society’s Corporate Afﬁliates Scheme, write to:
enquiries@geolsoc.org.uk
The Geological Society Publishing House (Bath, UK), produces the Society’s
international journals and books, and acts as European distributor for selected
publications of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG), the American
Geological Institute (AGI), the Indonesian Petroleum Association (IPA), the Geological
Society of America (GSA), the Society for Sedimentary Geology (SEPM) and the
Geologists’ Association (GA). Joint marketing agreements ensure that GSL Fellows may
purchase these societies’ publications at a discount. The Society’s online bookshop
(accessible from www.geolsoc.org.uk) offers secure book purchasing with your credit
or debit card.
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